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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 1 

Q. What is your name and prior participation in this Docket? 2 

A. Christine M. Brinkman.  I am the Director, Rates and Revenue Policy of Commonwealth 3 

Edison Company (“ComEd”).  My background, professional qualifications, duties, and 4 

responsibilities are unchanged.  I previously submitted pre-filed direct testimony in this 5 

Docket, which has been revised to take Public Act (“PA”) 98-0015 fully into account.   6 

Q. What issues do you address in this testimony? 7 

A. I respond to proposals and arguments made by the Illinois Commerce Commission Staff 8 

(“Staff”); the Illinois Attorney General’s Office (“AG”); and jointly by the City of 9 

Chicago, Citizens Utility Board, and Illinois Industrial Energy Consumers (together, 10 

“CCI”) concerning the rate formula, its role in this EIMA1 formula rate update docket, 11 

and proposals of Staff and Intervenors that violate or are incompatible with that formula.  12 

I also respond to four specific cost disallowances.  Next, I explain why, based on the 13 

evidence in this Docket, the Commission should use actual, known customer counts as 14 

ComEd’s customer count billing determinants.  The arguments made by Staff and the AG 15 

do not justify disregarding those billing determinants, let alone selectively and 16 

inconsistently replacing some actual determinants with projections.  Finally, I respond to 17 

Staff’s recommendations concerning Exelon Business Services Company (“BSC”) 18 

transactions. 19 

Q. What, in summary, does your rebuttal testimony conclude? 20 

                                                 
1  “EIMA” is the common short name of the Energy Infrastructure Modernization Act.  EIMA 

refers to the changes and additions made to the Illinois Public Utilities Act (“PUA”) by PA 97-0616, as 
amended by PA 97-0646 and PA 98-0015.   
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A. Section II of my rebuttal testimony addresses the central role the established rate formula 21 

has in this proceeding.  That formula defines ComEd’s revenue requirements which 22 

ultimately determine its rates and charges.  Rate update dockets like this one reflect new 23 

and updated data that populate the formula.  Proposing an adjustment or disallowance and 24 

trying to analyze it without using the formula and schedules increases the risk of error but 25 

also can obscure the fact that a proposal conflicts with the approved rate formula. 26 

In Section III, I show how four intervenor and Staff proposals conflict with the 27 

established rate formula itself and must be rejected for that reason: 28 

 Mr. Effron recommends (AG Ex. 2.0, 11:228 – 14:312) that the Return on 29 

Equity (“ROE”) Collar calculations use an “average rate base” rather than the 30 

year-end rate base called for by the formula;  31 

 Messrs. Brosch and Gorman  (AG Ex. 1.0, 13:293 – 18:391; CCI Ex. 1.0, 3:47 – 32 

4:81) ask the Commission to apply a lower interest rate to reconciliation 33 

balances than provided by the approved formula;  34 

 Messrs. Brosch, Effron, and Gorman (AG Ex. 1.0, 18:395 – 26:587; AG Ex. 35 

2.0, 13:293 – 18:391; CCI Ex. 1.0, 4:82 – 7:147) propose different, and 36 

overlapping, adjustments to ComEd’s Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes 37 

(“ADIT”) related to its reconciliation balances, none of which is consistent with 38 

or permitted by the formula; and 39 

 Mr. Kahle (Staff Ex. 2.0, 7:121 – 9:161) proposes Initial Rate Year and 40 

Reconciliation Revenue Requirements be calculated using different cash 41 
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working capital (“CWC”) calculations, while the approved rate formula calls for 42 

the consistent use of one study for both. 2 43 

In Section IV, I respond to several proposals to inaccurately or improperly alter 44 

input data including: 45 

 Mr. Effron’s proposed adjustment to rate base that he claims accounts for 46 

ADIT on the deferred debit related to vacation pay; 47 

 Mr. Brosch’s proposed adjustment to eliminate Employee Stock Purchase 48 

Plan (“ESPP”) costs;  49 

 Mr. Bridal’s proposed adjustment to pension expense related to disallowed 50 

incentive compensation; and 51 

 Mr. Brosch’s proposal to reject ComEd’s updated facilities study.   52 

In Section V, I refute arguments by Messrs. Johnson and Effron that historical 53 

customer count billing determinants should be selectively increased or replaced by 54 

projections.  While similar adjustments have been made in other cases, no such 55 

adjustment is justified here.  56 

Finally, in Section VI, I address Ms. Hathhorn’s recommendations concerning 57 

BSC, and explain how and why ComEd accepts them in large part.  58 

                                                 
2  The Initial Rate Year Revenue Requirement and Reconciliation Revenue Requirement are 

defined in the formula and first explained in Dr. Hemphill’s direct testimony, ComEd Ex. 1.0 REV, 5:86 – 
6:107.  In general, the Initial Revenue Requirement is a temporary proxy for ComEd’s reasonable and 
prudent costs of service during the Rate Year used in setting rates in advance.  The Reconciliation Revenue 
Requirement is the actual revenue requirement for the Rate Year based on the actual reasonable and 
prudent costs, once known.  The Initial Revenue Requirement is reconciled so that ComEd’s rates are 
ultimately based on the Reconciliation Revenue Requirement.   
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II. THE CENTRAL ROLE OF THE RATE FORMULA 59 

Q. What is the role of the Rate Formula template approved by the Commission in 60 

Docket 13-0386 in this proceeding? 61 

A. In EIMA ratemaking, the established rate formula is the basis of ComEd’s delivery 62 

service charges.  The rate formula specifies what inputs are used and how they fit into the 63 

revenue requirements calculation.  The formula template defines the process of 64 

calculating each revenue requirement and specifies mathematically how each input 65 

affects it..  In the pending case, the formula used was approved by the Commission in 66 

Docket No. 13-0386.3  The purpose of this proceeding is to populate the rate formula 67 

with updated data.   68 

Q. Should the Rate Formula template be used when presenting and analyzing proposed 69 

revenue requirement adjustments or disallowances? 70 

A. Yes.  The rate formula defines how input data come together to calculate the final 71 

revenue requirement.  By using it, we see an accurate and complete picture of a proposed 72 

adjustment or disallowance.  This is especially important given the many different ways 73 

that data can affect the ultimate revenue requirements and charges.  For example, 74 

adjusting plant or long term debt affects more than rate base and required rate of return; it 75 

can also affect the interest synchronization calculation or the ROE Collar.  The ROE 76 

collar itself has multiple interdependencies within the formula that must be considered as 77 

adjustments to the base inputs are made.  Also, adjustments made in one year often affect 78 

future calculations.  Trying to present and assess an adjustment in some other way risks 79 

                                                 
3  In Docket No. 13-0386, the Commission approved corrections and amendments to the rate 

formula approved in Docket No. 11-0721, ComEd’s initial formula filing, in response to Public Act 98-
0015 (also known as Senate Bill 9).  The new rate formula template approved by and filed with the 
Commission is attached as ComEd Exhibit 13.01.   
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arriving at a result that is inaccurate or incomplete, or both. Only by using the formula 80 

can the Commission be sure that those effects have all been considered and considered 81 

properly. 82 

Q. How do Staff and Intervenors present their proposals? 83 

A. Staff4 proposes and tries to quantify adjustments affecting the rate year and the 84 

reconciliation year using two sets of traditional pre-EIMA test year schedules as well as 85 

added schedules designed to capture relationships and interdependencies, instead of using 86 

the template itself.  The testimony of AG and CCI witnesses either does not quantify the 87 

effect of their proposals or presents those proposals in isolation.  Their approach not only 88 

results in errors, but in several cases obscures the inconsistencies between their proposals 89 

and the rate formula.  For these reasons, the Commission should rely on analyses that use 90 

the formula itself. 91 

III. PROPOSED ADJUSTMENTS THAT VIOLATE THE 92 
ESTABLISHED RATE FORMULA MUST BE REJECTED 93 

Q. You mentioned inconsistencies between certain proposed adjustments and the rate 94 

formula.  How do those inconsistencies arise? 95 

A. The formula spells out what data are used as inputs and how, mathematically, they are to 96 

be used to calculate the Initial Rate Year and Reconciliation Revenue Requirements, 97 

ROE Collar adjustment (if any applies), and ultimately, ComEd’s delivery service 98 

charges.  Several proposed disallowances, however, do not relate to the input data, or the 99 

prudence and reasonableness of cost inputs, but instead propose changes to how the 100 

results are calculated.  That is, they propose calculations that are inconsistent with and, 101 

                                                 
4  Bridal Dir., Staff Ex. 1.0, Sch. 1.01FY – 1.09FY and 1.01RY – 1.07RY.   
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indeed, violate the approved formula and template.  Those proposals must be rejected for 102 

that reason alone.  As Dr. Hemphill testifies,5 this proceeding concerns populating that 103 

formula with updated costs and other data, not proposals to change that formula. 104 

A. Improper Use of an Average Rate Base in the ROE Collar 105 

Q. What is the rate base used in the calculation of the ROE Collar under the approved 106 

formula rate? 107 

A. The calculation of the ROE Collar is found on Sch FR A-3 – Return on Equity for Collar 108 

Computation (“Sch FR A-3”).  Line 1 of that formula schedule defines the rate base used 109 

for this purpose as the year-end rate base reported on ComEd’s Federal Energy 110 

Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) Form 1 that is also used in calculating the 111 

reconciliation revenue requirement on Sch FR A-1 REC – Revenue Requirement 112 

Reconciliation Computation (“Sch FR A-1”).  ComEd complied with PA 98-0015 by 113 

revising its formula template to reflect year-end rate base and capital structure, including 114 

updates to the reconciliation rate base, cost of debt, and several rate base adjustments.  115 

The Commission approved that formula. 116 

Q. Does any witness propose using some other definition that violates this formula? 117 

A. Yes.  Mr. Effron (AG Ex. 2.0, 11:228 – 14:312) advocates using an “average rate base” 118 

calculated by deriving the mean value of the rate base during the year instead of the year-119 

end rate base specified in the rate formula.  Mr. Effron is proposing that the EIMA 120 

approved year-end capital structure ratios be applied to an average rate base balance, 121 

creating a mismatch when calculating ComEd’s earned ROE.  In contrast, there is no 122 

                                                 
5  See Hemphill Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0 REV, 4:75 – 6:107, 9:152-63; Hemphill Reb., ComEd Ex. 

12.0, 3:60 – 5:92, 6:118-20. 
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average rate base in the approved formula, and the formula does not use the prior year’s 123 

rate base as an input.  Mr. Effron is not raising an issue about the updated year-end rate 124 

base, its prudence or its reasonableness.  He is advocating a different way of calculating 125 

when and to what extent the ROE Collar is triggered than is provided by the approved 126 

rate formula.  Mr. Effron’s position is inconsistent with the approved formula and it must, 127 

therefore, be rejected.    128 

Q. How are the year-end capital structure ratios calculated under the formula? 129 

A. Year-end capital structure ratios are calculated using year-end common equity balances 130 

and year-end debt balances as shown on Sch FR D-1 – Cost of Capital Computation 131 

(“Sch FR D-1”), lines 5-6.  By adding these two balances and dividing each by the total, 132 

the formula shows that ComEd’s sources of financing its operations are made up of 133 

45.28% equity and 54.72% debt.   134 

Q. How are these ratios used in the calculation of earned ROE under the formula? 135 

A. Earned ROE is defined as operating income divided by the amount of common equity 136 

used to fund rate base.  The year-end capital structure ratios are used to allocate rate base 137 

by the amounts financed by debt and equity.  This is necessary to calculate the interest 138 

costs related to rate base funded with debt, which typically has the effect of lowering net 139 

income.  Subsequently, the earned ROE is calculated by dividing that resulting net 140 

income by the amount of rate base funded with common equity. 141 

Q. Apart from inappropriately violating the approved rate formula, is Mr. Effron’s 142 

recommendation appropriate? 143 
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A. No. The amounts of debt and equity on the financial statements at the end of the year may 144 

be different than the amounts carried throughout the year.  Thus, a year-end capital 145 

structure may look different than an average capital structure.  The mismatching Mr. 146 

Effron advocates creates an artificially inflated earned ROE, thus artificially creating the 147 

impression that ComEd’s earnings were further outside the ROE Collar band than they 148 

actually were.   149 

B. Improper Effective Reconciliation Interest Rate 150 

Q. What is the interest rate to be applied to the reconciliation adjustment under the 151 

approved formula rate? 152 

A. The interest rate used to calculate the carrying costs (i.e., the time value of money) 153 

applicable to the delay in receiving (or refunding) the reconciliation adjustment is the 154 

weighted average cost of capital (“WACC”).  Because that interest rate is used to define a 155 

cost, not earnings, income tax impacts must also be considered, a fact Mr. Fruehe also 156 

discussed in more detail.  ComEd Ex. 3.0 REV, 68:1451-69:1463.  157 

This calculation (as defined in Sch FR D-1 – Cost of Capital Computation of the 158 

rate formula) shows the WACC computation with and without adjustments for income 159 

taxes.  The WACC is applied to rate base at the specified rate and the income tax gross 160 

up is applied on Sch FR A-1 – Net Revenue Requirement Computation (“Sch FR A-1”).  161 

The rate adjusted for income taxes is used on Sch FR A-4 – Reconciliation Computation 162 

(“Sch FR A-4”) to calculate interest on the reconciliation adjustment as no other gross up 163 

for income taxes is performed on Sch FR A-1 or elsewhere in the formula. 164 

Q. Do any witnesses suggest that an interest calculation be used for the reconciliation 165 

adjustment different from that specified by the formula? 166 
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A. Yes.  Mr. Brosch (AG Ex. 1.0, 13:293-18:391) and Mr. Gorman (CCI Ex. 1.0, 3:47-4:81) 167 

both advocate the use of the WACC without income tax impacts.  This is a lower interest 168 

rate than the formula requires.  The income tax gross-up is clearly reflected in the rate 169 

formula approved in Docket No. 13-0386.  ComEd Ex. 14.01, Sch FR A-4, line 2.  The 170 

position taken by Messrs. Brosch and Gorman cannot be reconciled with this aspect of 171 

the formula. 172 

Q. Apart from complying with the approved rate formula, is the use of a gross-up for 173 

taxes appropriate? 174 

A. Yes.  As Mr. Fruehe testifies, the revenue that ComEd receives for the interest on the 175 

reconciliation balance is subject to income taxes.  ComEd Ex. 3.0 REV, 68:1451-176 

69:1463.  If the interest calculation in the formula rate did not recognize this fact, ComEd 177 

would not recover or refund its carrying costs related to the reconciliation at that rate.  Id.  178 

Similarly, ComEd receives a weighted average cost of capital return on its rate base that 179 

is also grossed up for taxes, such that ultimately ComEd earns a weighted average cost of 180 

capital return.   181 

C. Reconciliation Deferred Taxes 182 

Q. How does the established rate formula account for deferred income taxes on the 183 

reconciliation balance in the calculation of interest on the reconciliation? 184 

A. Under ComEd’s established rate formula, the calculation of interest on the reconciliation 185 

is shown on Sch FR A-4.  As I testified above, the formula template defines how the 186 

reconciliation interest is calculated and how tax effects are determined and calculated.  It 187 

does not provide for “netting” accumulated deferred income taxes (“ADIT”) with the 188 

reconciliation adjustment within this calculation.   189 
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Q. Does any witness suggest that deferred income taxes should be accounted for 190 

differently? 191 

Q. Yes.  Mr. Brosch (AG Ex. 1.0, 18:395-26:587), Mr. Effron (AG Ex. 2.0, 14:314-18:400), 192 

and Mr. Gorman (CCI Ex. 1.0, 4:82-7:147) all advocate that the ADIT related to the 193 

reconciliation balance be netted against the reconciliation balance before calculating the 194 

interest amount.  Their proposal is not consistent with the existing formula and would 195 

result in a reconciliation balance dramatically different from that specified by the 196 

formula’s calculations.   197 

Q. Setting aside the formula structure issues, would this adjustment make sense? 198 

A. No.  The proponents of this disallowance wrongly assume that simply because deferred 199 

taxes are involved, they have a cash impact on ComEd and that the reconciliation balance 200 

should be adjusted as a result.  They are wrong on both counts.   201 

Q. Does ADIT related to a reconciliation under-recovery provide a source of cash to 202 

ComEd? 203 

A. No.  Deferred taxes related to the reconciliations do exist but they have no cash impact.  204 

For example, Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (“GAAP”) dictate that in 2012, 205 

ComEd record an increase to revenues related to the reconciliation because those 206 

revenues from customers were earned, measurable and probable of ultimate recovery, 207 

based on the language of the Act.  For income tax purposes, however, that revenue 208 

recorded on ComEd’s ledger is not recognized until collected in 2014, creating a book vs. 209 

tax timing difference and an ADIT liability consistent with GAAP, specifically 210 

Accounting Codification Standard “ASC” 740.  At the end of 2012, ComEd had recorded 211 
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approximately $132 million in revenues related to the 2012 reconciliation as well as an 212 

ADIT liability related to that reconciliation of approximately $54 million.  This tax 213 

liability represents an amount that ComEd must pay in the future and is an amount that 214 

has not yet been recovered from customers through rates. 215 

However, in this circumstance ComEd does not have use of non-investor supplied 216 

funds nor is the income tax expense lower than it would have been as a result of a timing 217 

difference.  For example, with respect to the reconciliation balance at issue in this case 218 

(for rate year 2012), ComEd did not receive any cash from ratepayers in 2012 on account 219 

of the reconciliation balance and will not receive it until 2014.  ComEd has, therefore, 220 

incurred carrying costs on the full 2012 reconciliation balance.  The rates in effect did not 221 

recover those costs, and ComEd should earn an interest rate on that financing until it is 222 

able to collect the revenues related to those costs in 2014.  As it relates to the ADIT on 223 

the reconciliation, there is a timing difference for book purposes; however, that timing 224 

difference has not reduced ComEd’s income tax liability payable in 2012 and thus has not 225 

provided ComEd with cash.  For tax purposes, the income taxes are deferred to align with 226 

the time that the revenues will be received, but the deferred tax expense has not been 227 

reflected in customer rates, and ComEd has not had access to non-investor supplied 228 

funds.  Thus in 2014, ComEd will receive the approximately $132 million reconciliation 229 

balance and in connection with its 2014 tax return will also pay the taxes related to that 230 

reconciliation. 231 

Q. How is the ADIT on the reconciliation different from ADIT on ComEd’s plant? 232 

A. ADIT is deducted from rate base (which represents investor supplied funds on which the 233 

utility is allowed to earn a return) in order to recognize that the utility receives cash (in 234 
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the amount of the ADIT – the excess of tax over book depreciation) and defers payment 235 

of taxes on this amount.  Thus, ComEd receives the use of taxpayer, or non-investor 236 

supplied funds.  For example, a class of assets may depreciate for book purposes over 30 237 

years; however, for income tax purposes the depreciation method may allow depreciating 238 

the same class of assets over 5 years.  In that instance, ComEd has received a tax benefit 239 

because the taxes payable in the current year are reduced as a result of the larger 240 

depreciation deduction.  This tax benefit results in cash available to fund rate base 241 

investments.  With respect to the reconciliation balance, by contrast, the reconciliation 242 

balance does not generate any cash for the utility in 2012 in the form of depreciation or a 243 

deduction on the tax return or in any other way, and thus the utility has no source of non-244 

investor supplied funds to finance the reconciliation balance. 245 

Q. If the reconciliation resulted in an over-recovery or refund to customers would the 246 

impact be the same? 247 

A. Yes.  As seen with the 2011 reconciliation, Docket No. 12-0321, ComEd calculated an 248 

over-recovery in 2011 resulting in a reduction to the revenue requirement.  ComEd 249 

recorded on its general ledger a reduction to revenues and an ADIT asset as a result of the 250 

timing difference.  In this case, ComEd is refunding the 2011 reconciliation to customers 251 

in 2013, and the tax deduction related to this refund will be taken on the 2013 tax return, 252 

matching the deduction on the tax return with the refunds to customers.  The formula rate 253 

approved by the Commission after PA 98-0015 calculates interest on over-collection the 254 

same way it calculates interest on this under-recovery in the pending case, without netting 255 

ADIT.  256 

Q. Has the Commission issued a ruling on this issue prior to this case? 257 
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A. Yes.  In Docket No. 11-0721, Mr. Brosch proposed the same adjustment and the 258 

Commission ruled that no adjustment was warranted.6   259 

D. Cash Working Capital Calculations for the Initial and 260 
Reconciliation Revenue Requirements 261 

Q. Does the established rate formula calculate CWC associated with an Initial Rate 262 

Year Revenue Requirement differently than CWC associated with a reconciliation? 263 

A. No.  The adjustment to rate base related to cash working capital is found on Sch FR B-1 – 264 

Rate Base Summary Computation (“Sch FR B-1”) and is calculated on App 3 – Cash 265 

Working Capital (“App3”) Information.  This calculation is based on the same FERC 266 

Form 1 data also used to calculate the reconciliation.  267 

Q. Does any witness suggest that the CWC values in the two revenue requirements 268 

should be calculated differently? 269 

A. Yes.  Mr. Kahle (Staff Ex. 2.0, 7:121 – 9:161) testifies that a second CWC calculation 270 

should be used for the initial year based on initial year inputs, including projected plant 271 

additions.  272 

Q. Is Mr. Kahle’s position consistent with the position Staff took in ComEd’s last 273 

formula rate update case? 274 

A. No.  In ComEd’s last formula rate update proceeding, Staff both supported the use of a 275 

single CWC calculation and confirmed that a single calculation was called for by the 276 

template (which in that respect is unchanged from last year).  There, Staff witness Jones 277 

agreed 278 

                                                 
6  Commonwealth Edison Co., ICC Docket No. 11-0721 (Order May 29, 2012) at 166-167. 
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... with Mr. Fruehe’s observation that the formula rate template includes a 279 
calculation of CWC based only on the reconciliation year revenue 280 
requirement.  [Mr. Fruehe] posits that a CWC calculation for the filing 281 
year revenue requirement is unnecessary and not in compliance with 282 
EIMA.  (Id., p. 34)  To reflect this position, with which I agree, the CWC 283 
schedule for the filing year, Schedule 6.10 FY, now mirrors the CWC 284 
schedule for the reconciliation year, Schedule 6.10 RY. 285 

Commonwealth Edison Co. ICC Docket No. 12-0321, Jones Reb., Staff Ex. 6.0, 7:134-40. 286 

Q. Apart from inappropriately violating the approved rate formula, is using disparate 287 

CWC calculations necessary? 288 

A. No.  CWC is only one input of many into the total revenue requirement calculation.  The 289 

total cash working capital adjustment in the pending case accounts for approximately 290 

0.1% of rate base and the calculated return on total CWC accounts for approximately 291 

0.04% of the reconciliation revenue requirement.  Mr. Kahle’s adjustment is a fraction of 292 

these amounts.  The formula uses FERC Form 1 balances for both the reconciliation and 293 

filing year calculations with a reconciliation for those amounts that are under- or over-294 

collected.  Considering the complexity of the CWC calculation, the impact to the 295 

approved formula structure, and the immateriality of the adjustment Mr. Kahle proposes 296 

to the filing year, I do not believe it necessary to add a second CWC calculation.  An 297 

over- or under-collection will be picked up in the reconciliation.   298 

IV. COST ADJUSTMENTS AND DISALLOWANCES 299 

Q. Which proposals to disallow or reduce by “adjustment” ComEd’s costs do you 300 

respond to? 301 

A. I discuss the following proposals: 302 

 Mr. Bridal’s proposal for an adjustment to pension expense related to 303 

disallowed incentive compensation (Staff Ex 1.0, 29:629 – 31:661); 304 
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 Mr. Brosch’s proposal for an adjustment to the revenue requirement for income 305 

taxes and operating expenses associated with the ESPP (AG Ex. 1.0, 26:591 – 306 

30:698); 307 

 Mr. Effron’s proposal for an adjustment to rate base related to deferred income 308 

taxes on vacation pay (AG Ex. 2.0, 3:61 – 6:129); and 309 

 Mr. Brosch’s proposal to reject ComEd’s updated facilities study (AG Ex. 1.0, 310 

4:88 – 6:125).   311 

Other revenue requirement disallowances are addressed by Mr. Fruehe (ComEd Ex. 312 

14.0).   313 

A. Pension Cost Related to Disallowed Incentive Compensation  314 

Q. What is Mr. Bridal’s recommendation regarding pension cost related to disallowed 315 

incentive compensation? 316 

A. Mr. Bridal recommends that: 317 

1) ComEd provide a detailed explanation of how it ensures that these costs were 318 

not included in the determination of pension costs recovered through the 319 

formula rate revenue requirement; 320 

2) ComEd provide a detailed calculation of the portion of pension costs that are 321 

attributable to incentive compensation disallowed in prior cases and the pending 322 

case; and 323 

3) If the pension costs attributable to incentive compensation disallowed in prior 324 

cases and the pending case were not already removed from the revenue 325 

requirement in the pending case, ComEd in its rebuttal testimony should remove 326 

such costs from its formula rate revenue requirement. 327 
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Q. Has ComEd made an adjustment to pension cost in the current case related to 328 

previously disallowed incentive compensation? 329 

A. No.  There have been no prior disallowances specifically regarding pension cost 330 

attributable to previously disallowed incentive compensation.   331 

Q. Does pension cost related to disallowed incentive compensation qualify as incentive 332 

compensation? 333 

A. No.  Pension compensation is a fringe benefit provided to employees.  While Annual 334 

Incentive Program (“AIP”) payments are included in the calculation of an employee’s 335 

pensionable pay for non-represented participants in ComEd’s pension plans, pension cost 336 

is a separate and distinct cost.  Therefore, it is not incentive compensation and it is not a 337 

derivative adjustment similar to depreciation expense and accumulated depreciation 338 

associated with the removal of certain capitalized incentive compensation. 339 

Q. Does disallowed AIP impact the determination of pensionable pay and ultimately 340 

pension cost? 341 

A. It can for some employees, but not for the majority. ComEd’s employees are covered by 342 

one of four pension plans.  Represented Employees participate in either the:  343 

 Exelon Corporation Retirement Plan – Service Annuity System (“Bargaining 344 

Unit SAS”); or the 345 

 Exelon Corporation Pension Plan for Bargaining Unit Employees (“PPBU”) – 346 

formerly referred to as the Cash Balance Pension Plan for Bargaining Unit 347 

Employees. 348 

Non Represented Employees participate in either the:  349 

 Exelon Corporation Retirement Plan – Service Annuity System (“SAS”); or the 350 
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 Exelon Corporation Cash Balance Pension Plan (“CBPP”). 351 

The summary plan descriptions for these documents were provided as a part of 352 

ComEd’s response to ICC Staff Data Request RWB 1.01 and 1.02, respectively.  As these 353 

documents show, an employee’s “pensionable pay” is used to derive his or her pension 354 

benefit.  AIP compensation is not factored into the pensionable pay calculation for any 355 

represented employee.  Therefore, for approximately 3,600 of ComEd’s approximately 356 

5,900 pension plan participants (61%), no amount of AIP compensation has impacted the 357 

determination of pension costs.   358 

For the remaining active employees, approximately half participate in the non-359 

represented annuity plan and half participate in the non-represented cash balance plan. 360 

While the cash balance plan is a bit more straightforward in that each employee’s benefit 361 

is calculated by multiplying pensionable pay by a simple percentage, the annuity plan is 362 

far more complex.   363 

Under the annuity plan, pensionable pay is calculated using each individual 364 

employee’s highest average annual pay (“HAAP”), which is an average of the base 365 

compensation during the four consecutive years in which an employee received his or her 366 

highest pay rates, plus certain incentive pay.  For most employees, their HAAP is their 367 

final four years of work prior to retirement.  For employees who are not near retirement 368 

age, pension cost is calculated assuming the incentive pay factored into this HAAP 369 

calculation is at a target 100% payout, thus would not be projected to include disallowed 370 

AIP amounts.  For example, in the case of an employee who was age 40 in 2012 and not 371 

expected to retire for more than 10 years, the pension costs calculation projects their pay 372 

in the future assuming he or she receives their bonus paid at 100%.  In this case the 373 

calculation of pension cost would not include any disallowed AIP amounts.  For 374 
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employees near retirement age however, the calculation of the current HAAP may 375 

include amounts related to previously disallowed AIP, but will be specific based on the 376 

individual employee’s age, tenure and position.   377 

Pensionable pay is the basis for the pension cost calculation, thus if pensionable 378 

pay is not impacted by AIP compensation, neither is the pension cost calculation. 379 

Q. Has ComEd prepared a detailed calculation of the portion of pension costs that are 380 

attributable to disallowed incentive compensation? 381 

A. No.  ComEd’s actuarial consultant, Towers Watson, informed ComEd that a detailed 382 

calculation of the impact of disallowed AIP could only be done by essentially conducting 383 

an employee-by-employee review of approximately 2,300 ComEd management pension 384 

plan participants across the two pension plans.  Considering the complexity of ComEd’s 385 

pension plans, the timing of this request and a cost estimated up to $50,000 to calculate 386 

an estimate at a detailed level, ComEd has not prepared a detailed calculation.   387 

Q. Does disallowed 2012 AIP impact the determination of pension costs in the current 388 

proceeding? 389 

A. No.  Pension costs are based on an actuarial study completed in January of each year with 390 

a census update made in March of each year before the AIP for that year is known.  The 391 

pension cost estimate generated in early 2012 assumed a 100% AIP payout for 2012, not 392 

the actual AIP payout.  Actual AIP payouts will be included in subsequent pension 393 

studies, but the study used in 2012 to set the 2012 pension cost included in both 394 

jurisdictional expenses and rate base in this case did not reflect an AIP amount above 395 

100%. 396 
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Based on the Commission’s Order in Docket No. 11-0721 capping AIP recovery at 397 

102.9% of target, ComEd removed approximately $5.3 million7 from the revenue 398 

requirement in the current proceeding related to disallowed 2012 AIP, as compared to 399 

total 2012 pensionable pay of approximately $524 million (1% of total pensionable pay), 400 

however this excluded AIP amount does not impact the current 2012 pension cost.  401 

Q. Does Mr. Bridal recommend that only the pension cost associated with the 2012 402 

disallowed incentive compensation be removed? 403 

A. No.  Mr. Bridal has recommended that pension cost associated with incentive 404 

compensation costs disallowed in prior cases be removed as well.  Bridal Dir., Staff Ex. 405 

1.0, 30:633-38. 406 

Q. How would this be accomplished? 407 

A. Mr. Bridal recommends that ComEd’s rate base be reduced for the capitalized pension 408 

cost associated with prior years’ disallowed incentive compensation.  Bridal Dir., Staff 409 

Ex. 1.0, 31:656-661.  While this particular adjustment does not affect 2012 operating 410 

expenses (depreciation expense aside) because it applies to costs incurred in previous 411 

years, it does affect the calculation of rate base.  412 

Q. Apart from ComEd’s disagreement with the adjustment in general, does removal of 413 

costs associated with disallowances made in previous years raise any issues? 414 

A. Yes.  In each of the past three rate cases in which ComEd has been ordered to remove 415 

disallowed incentive compensation, the Commission has made an original cost finding.  416 

Additionally, Staff and ComEd have been in agreement on the methodology.  While I am 417 

                                                 
7 ComEd Ex. 3.03, Schedule B-2.6 line 10 and ComEd Ex. 3.03, Schedule C-2.7 line 11; see also 

Commonwealth Edison Co., ICC Docket No. 11-0721 (Order May 29, 2012) at 90.  
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not an attorney and this issue will be further discussed in ComEd’s briefs, my 418 

understanding of an original cost finding is that the Commission has determined that the 419 

cost of the investments as of a certain date are determined to be reasonable and prudent, 420 

and are not to be “reexamined.”   421 

Q. Has ComEd reflected any adjustment in its rebuttal revenue requirement? 422 

A. No.  ComEd does not agree with these adjustment for reasons stated previously.  423 

However, if the Commission determines that an adjustment must be made, ComEd notes 424 

that the determination of the amount of the adjustment is a complicated and technical 425 

endeavor and proposes to work with Staff on an agreed upon approach to estimate the 426 

impact of current and previously disallowed AIP on pension cost.  ComEd also proposes 427 

that any final decision on this issue be held pending the decision of the Appellate Court 428 

on the issue of disallowed AIP.  Should ComEd receive a favorable ruling on this item, it 429 

would be administratively difficult for ComEd to unwind not only the AIP disallowances 430 

themselves, but the related pension cost adjustments.   431 

B. Employee Stock Purchase Plan 432 

Q. Can you explain what ComEd’s ESPP is? 433 

A. Yes.  It is a fringe benefit available to ComEd employees, under which they are allowed 434 

to purchase Exelon Corporation (“Exelon”) common stock at a discounted price. 435 

Q. Is the ESPP an incentive compensation program? 436 

A. No. Incentive compensation is merit based compensation that is awarded to employees 437 

based on achieving stated goals such as operational metrics, net income, or various other 438 

items.  Incentive compensation seeks to reward good work.  Incentive compensation 439 
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programs may be defined differently for certain groups of employees.  Under EIMA, 440 

incentive compensation related to operational metrics is recoverable, while “[i]ncentive 441 

compensation expense that is based on net income or an affiliate’s earnings per share” is 442 

not recoverable.  220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(c)(4)(A).   443 

The ESPP is not an incentive compensation program.  ComEd does not award or 444 

provide the stock.  It is up to each employee to decide whether to purchase the stock.  Just 445 

as employees must use their own money to pay health insurance premiums or make 401K 446 

contributions, employees must use their own money to participate in the ESPP.  The 447 

ESPP also has no merit or performance component. 448 

Q. Who is eligible to participate in the ESPP? 449 

A. Every ComEd employee regardless of job title or duties is eligible to participate in this 450 

program as long as the employee customarily works at least twenty hours per week, has 451 

completed three months of continuous employment, and is not an independent contractor. 452 

Q. Can you explain Mr. Brosch’s proposed disallowance related to the ESPP? 453 

A. Yes.  Mr. Brosch proposes to disallow Administrative and General (“A&G”) expenses 454 

and certain income tax expenses arising from the ESPP because he claims it is a “stock-455 

based compensation arrangement” akin to the Key Manager restricted stock program 456 

disallowed in Docket No. 11-0721.  AG Ex. 1.0, 28:621-29:659.  In short, he 457 

characterizes the ESPP as incentive compensation that does not meet the criteria set forth 458 

in Section 16-108.5(c)(4)(A).     459 

Q. How do you respond to this argument? 460 
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A. The analogy compares apples and oranges.  The ESPP is not incentive compensation – it 461 

is a fringe benefit.  I note that Mr. Brosch himself does not even include the ESPP in the 462 

incentive compensation section of his testimony.  Compare AG Ex. 1.0, 26:589-30:698 463 

with AG Ex. 1.0, 31:700-790.  Section 16-108.5(c)(4)(A), which governs only incentive 464 

compensation, does not apply to the ESPP.   465 

Q. Can you elaborate on the differences between the ESPP and the Key Manager 466 

restricted stock program? 467 

A. Yes.  In the Key Manager restricted stock program, ComEd awarded restricted stock to 468 

Key Managers as part of their compensation.8  Although the parties in that docket 469 

disagreed about whether the Restricted Stock Program was deferred compensation or 470 

incentive compensation, all parties agreed that it was at least compensation; ComEd 471 

awarded the stock to employees at no cost to them.  Id.  That is very different from the 472 

ESPP, which is a fringe benefit whereby employees who wish to participate must 473 

purchase stock using their own funds. 474 

Q. Are there other differences between the ESPP and the Key Manager restricted stock 475 

program? 476 

A. Yes.  The Key Manager restricted stock program was available only to certain 477 

employees, namely Key Managers.  In contrast, the ESPP is available to nearly all 478 

ComEd employees, regardless of performance, merit, or any perceived ability to 479 

influence earnings per share.   480 

                                                 
8  See Commonwealth Edison Co., ICC Docket No. 11-0721 (Order May 29, 2012) at 80-83.   
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Q. Does it matter that “the income tax expense impacts arising from this plan are 481 

directly related to the ‘intrinsic value’ of Exelon’s stock” as Mr. Brosch states? 482 

A. No.  There are two problems with this statement.  First, even assuming that the ESPP is 483 

an incentive compensation plan – and it is not – inquiring about the expense impacts of 484 

the plan is the wrong question to determine if the plan is incentive compensation.  The 485 

correct inquiry would be whether eligibility for the plan and the size of the award under 486 

the plan are based on, or dependent upon achievement of, one of the statutorily prohibited 487 

metrics – net income or an affiliate’s earnings per share.   488 

Second, income tax impacts are always related to something – the intrinsic value 489 

of a dollar, stock prices, or the time value of money, to name a few.  The unit of 490 

measurement of that value is irrelevant.  The fact that the cost of this fringe benefit is 491 

somehow influenced by Exelon’s share price is immaterial.  Quite simply, Section 492 

16-108.5(c)(4)(A) does not govern fringe benefits whose value is related in some way to 493 

stock.  It governs incentive compensation.  And it prohibits recovery of incentive 494 

compensation that is awarded based on some measure of net income or earnings per 495 

share.  The ESPP is simply not incentive compensation.  It is not performance based; it is 496 

open to all employees; it is not based on achievement of net income or earnings per share; 497 

and there is no award because it requires employees to spend their own money to 498 

purchase stock.   499 

Q. Does the stated purpose of the ESPP make it an incentive compensation plan? 500 

A. No.  The stated purpose of the ESPP is to “provide an added incentive” for employees “to 501 

promote Exelon’s best interests” by permitting them to purchase stock.  See the 502 

attachment to ComEd’s Data Request Response to AG 4.01, labeled as AG 4.01_Attach 1 503 
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at 2013 CFRU 0003180.  The fact that the statement of purpose uses the word “incentive” 504 

does not turn this fringe benefit into incentive compensation, much less incentive 505 

compensation based on some measure of a prohibited metric.  In fact, it is not uncommon 506 

for fringe benefits to be designed to incentivize employees to take voluntary actions 507 

unrelated to their compensation that are in the best interest of both the employee and the 508 

employer or corporate parent.  Consider wellness programs, for example.  These 509 

programs incentivize behaviors such as healthy eating and losing weight or controlling 510 

substance abuse and stress.  The employee benefits by becoming healthier and the 511 

employer and corporate parent benefit from potentially reduced health insurance 512 

premiums and employee absences as well as increased productivity.  No one would argue 513 

that these types of incentive programs are incentive compensation.  The same is true of 514 

the ESPP, which incentivizes employees to buy Exelon stock and hopefully provides a 515 

benefit to them in the form of a profitable investment while at the same time providing 516 

some benefit to Exelon with an infusion of capital.   517 

Q. Does promoting Exelon’s best interests make the ESPP unrecoverable? 518 

A. No.  Even when we deal with recoverable incentive compensation under EIMA, no one 519 

ever asks whether the achievement of the allowed metrics provides some benefit to 520 

Exelon – of course it does – and seeks to disallow the payment for that reason.  Even less 521 

should some incidental benefit to Exelon preclude recovery of something that is not 522 

incentive compensation.  Once again, this is not the relevant inquiry under EIMA.   523 

Q. How do you respond to Mr. Brosch’s point that whether or not the Commission 524 

deems the ESPP to be incentive compensation, part of this expense is related to a 525 

one-time, non-recurring event? 526 
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A. The fact that part of the amount sought here is a “one-time adjustment” is also 527 

immaterial.  While “one time” or non-recurring expenses were sometimes removed from 528 

Article IX test year revenue requirements, which were likely to remain in effect for 529 

several years, there is no need to make a similar adjustment to formula rate revenue 530 

requirements, which set rates for only one year and are based on actual expenses in the 531 

year at issue.     532 

Q. Mr. Brosch offers an alternative argument that, assuming the ESPP is a fringe 533 

benefit – as it is, the Commission should disallow the income tax expenses related to 534 

ESPP anyway.  Does he offer any basis to support this alternative? 535 

A. No.  He simply says the income taxes should not be included, particularly where they 536 

involve tax return amendments for multiple prior years.  There is really nothing to 537 

respond to here, except to say that amendments relating to prior years that involve 538 

expenses realized in 2012 (tax impacts or otherwise) are properly included in this 539 

proceeding.   540 

C. There Should Be No Additional Adjustment for ADIT 541 
Relating to Vacation Pay 542 

Q. What is Mr. Effron’s proposal regarding this ADIT? 543 

A. As in Docket No. 12-0321, Mr. Effron again argues (AG Ex. 2.0, 3:61-6:129) that a 544 

deferred tax liability should be imputed to ComEd based on the amount of the capitalized 545 

portion of accrued vacation pay recorded to the Deferred Debit account.        546 

Q. Does ComEd agree with this adjustment? 547 
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A. No.  As discussed in my direct testimony,9 it is improper to impute a deferred tax liability 548 

with regard to the capitalized portion of accrued vacation pay recorded in the Deferred 549 

Debit account because ComEd has a deferred tax asset on the full amount of the 550 

operating reserve liability – both the capital and expense portions.  The deferred income 551 

tax treatment is based on the full vacation liability balance and the capitalized portion is a 552 

deferred tax asset because ComEd has paid tax on this amount in the current period based 553 

on ComEd’s tax method of accounting.  Calculating a deferred tax liability on the 554 

capitalized portion of vacation pay in the Deferred Debit account would mean imputing a 555 

liability that is not reflected on ComEd’s books at the end of the year and that does not 556 

exist.   557 

Q. Has Mr. Effron addressed the points set forth in your direct testimony? 558 

No.  Pursuant to the Commission’s request in Docket No. 12-0321, I provided a detailed 559 

discussion of this issue.  Mr. Effron does not respond at all to that analysis or comply 560 

with the Commission’s request.  He simply restates what he said in Docket No. 12-0321.  561 

The Commission’s decision in that case rejected this same argument, based on this same 562 

explanation, and on the same alleged facts.   563 

D. Trapped Costs Principles re Jurisdictional Allocation 564 

Q. Mr. Brosch addresses the allocation of costs between the rates subject to the 565 

Commission’s jurisdiction and rates subject to the jurisdiction of the FERC.  See 566 

Brosch Dir., AG Ex. 1.0, 4:88 - 8:175.  What is Mr. Brosch’s position? 567 

A. Mr. Brosch argues that no change should be made to the study methodology approved by 568 

the Commission in Docket No. 11-0721.  Although he notes that the legal basis of the 569 

                                                 
9  ComEd Ex. 2.0 REV, 20:420-24:508. 
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Commission’s ruling is on appeal, he does not support the recommendation to leave the 570 

studies unchanged with any evidence or analysis.  Mr. Brosch simply claims that the 571 

Commission has already decided the issue. 572 

Q. What is ComEd’s response to Mr. Brosch? 573 

A. Mr. Fruehe (ComEd Ex. 14.0) addresses the details of the allocation studies and their 574 

methodologies.  I make a more general and fundamental point about this issue:  if 575 

allocations of assets and costs between transmission and distribution used to set rates at 576 

the Commission, on the one hand, and those used to set rates at FERC on the other, do 577 

not match, there is an inconsistent treatment of costs.  In this case, there are costs that 578 

FERC treats as distribution which the Commission treats as transmission.  Leaving the 579 

question of which regulator should prevail to the lawyers, the result is that ComEd cannot 580 

recover prudent and reasonable costs of service.  Mr. Brosch says nothing about this point 581 

and never denies that the effect of his recommendation is to deny ComEd recovery of 582 

costs that it is undeniably entitled to recover. 583 

V. ACTUAL, HISTORICAL WEATHER-NORMALIZED BILLING 584 
DETERMINANTS SHOULD BE USED TO SET RATES 585 

Q. What billing determinants should the Commission use in this case? 586 

A. The Commission in this Docket should approve the use of historical weather-normalized 587 

billing determinants,10 without adjustment or replacement by forecasts.  The historical 588 

billing determinants are actual data.  They are consistent with each other, with the EIMA 589 

ratemaking structure, and with the costs being recovered in the rates.  As my direct 590 

testimony concluded, they are the appropriate billing determinants to use here.   591 

                                                 
10  “Historical” in this case does not mean outdated.  The “historical” data referred to in EIMA is 

the most recent actual annual data available.   
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Q. Do any witnesses propose use of other non-historical billing determinants? 592 

A. Yes.  Staff witness Johnson (Staff Ex. 5.0) and AG witness Effron (AG Ex. 2.0) both 593 

argue that, for some classes, the year-end 2013 projections should replace the actual 594 

historical 2012 data.  Both point to the methodology approved in two previous cases, 595 

Docket Nos. 11-0721 and 12-0321, as the means to do so.11  In those cases, ComEd was 596 

directed to replace historical customer count billing determinants based on the actual 597 

number of customers as of the end of most recent year (i.e., the rate year being 598 

reconciled) with billing determinants based on a forecast of the number of customers as 599 

of the end of the next year, but only for a subset of customers.12  600 

Q. Does ComEd support that proposed adjustment? 601 

A. No.  My direct testimony (ComEd Ex. 3.0 REV) explained why that adjustment is 602 

warranted neither by the effect of “projected” plant on the 2014 Initial Rate Year 603 

Revenue Requirement, nor by a need to “match” costs with rates.  I also explained why 604 

the adjustment was unfair to ComEd.  Neither Mr. Johnson nor Mr. Effron address much 605 

of that analysis.   606 

Q. Mr. Johnson (Staff Ex. 5.0, 8:169-70) argues that ComEd has “not provided 607 

sufficient reasoning that an adjustment to billing units is not warranted ....” (emph. 608 

added).  Is this an appropriate way of evaluating the proposed billing determinants 609 

adjustment? 610 

                                                 
11  Effron Dir., AG Ex. 2.0, 8:160-62, 10:219; Johnson Dir., Staff Ex. 5.0, 12:281-82. 
12  In adopting the proposal made by Mr. Effron (AG Ex. 2.0) in Docket No. 11-0721, the 

Commission directed ComEd to make adjustments to only residential customers and nonresidential 
customers with demands that do not exceed 1,000 kW.  As a result of the Commission’s directives, no 
customer count adjustments were made for the Very Large Load (“VLL”), Extra Large Load (“ELL”), or 
High Voltage (“HV”) delivery classes.  Mr. Effron and Mr. Johnson both ask the Commission to order the 
same adjustment here. 
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A. No.  Mr. Johnson and Mr. Effron are proposing an adjustment.  They are advocating a 611 

departure from historical billing determinants, the type of billing determinants generally 612 

used in EIMA ratemaking.  If the Commission is to order such a departure, that departure 613 

should be supported by its proponents.  Regardless, however, I do show that replacing 614 

actual customer counts with projections as they propose is not only unnecessary, but 615 

would be unjust and inaccurate.   616 

Q. Do you contest the Commission’s ability to make such an adjustment? 617 

A. No.  ComEd continues to believe that EIMA mandates the use of actual historical billing 618 

determinants, but that is a legal issue pending in the Appellate Court and I do not raise it 619 

here.  Rather, my testimony proceeds “from the assumption that the Commission has the 620 

authority to adjust ComEd’s historical weather normalized billing determinants as 621 

required to establish appropriate charges and just and reasonable rates.”13  My direct and 622 

rebuttal testimony shows that the proposed adjustments should be rejected this year.  623 

Nothing in the testimony of Messrs. Johnson or Effron changes that conclusion. 624 

Q. Why should the adjustment be rejected this year based on the facts? 625 

A. The facts available to the Commission in this proceeding show that increasing the 626 

historical 2012 weather-normalized customer count billing determinants by replacing it 627 

with a forecast future value, as Messrs. Johnson and Effron recommend: 628 

 Permanently prevents ComEd from recovering whatever revenue requirement 629 

that the Commission finds to be just and reasonable; 630 

                                                 
13  Brinkman Dir., ComEd Ex. 2.0 REV, 32:644-47. 
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 Cannot be justified based on the inclusion in the Initial Rate Year revenue 631 

requirement of “projected” plant additions; 632 

 Cannot be justified based on a claim of “mismatched” timing;  633 

 Cannot be justified based on claims that ComEd would otherwise “over-634 

recover” its costs; and  635 

 Is a particularly biased and inconsistent form of billing determinant adjustment, 636 

even if any such adjustment were warranted, and one that unfairly prejudices 637 

ComEd.  638 

A. Increasing the Customer Counts Billing Determinants 639 
Permanently Impairs ComEd’s Ability to Recover Its 640 
Commission Approved Revenue Requirement 641 

Q. How does increasing the number of customers used for the customer count billing 642 

determinants impair ComEd’s ability to recover part of its revenue requirement? 643 

A. It follows from straightforward mathematics.  The end result of EIMA ratemaking is a set 644 

of unit prices ComEd must charge for its regulated services.  Those unit prices are 645 

calculated to recover the Net Rate Year Revenue Requirement approved by the 646 

Commission based on a quantity of services provided.  If the anticipated number of 647 

buyers, or customers, is “adjusted” upward, the calculated price and the revenue actually 648 

recovered falls.  The apple farmer example in my direct testimony illustrated that fact.  649 

But, the same point can also be illustrated with an example utility.  Assume that a utility’s 650 

actual 2012 costs/revenue requirement (a number that is known during the 2013 case 651 

when 2012 revenues are reconciled) are $1 million, and that this revenue requirement 652 

must be recovered from 100,000 customers.  An annual per customer charge based on the 653 

number of customers that would recover those costs would be $10.  But if the number of 654 
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customers is assumed to be 0.10% greater (similar to the assumption made by both Mr. 655 

Johnson and Mr. Effron) then the calculated rate would be $9.90 ($1 million divided by 656 

100,100) and the revenue would be $1,000 or, not surprisingly, 0.1%, short.14   657 

Q. Is there any doubt that the loss ComEd suffers as a result of the increase in the 658 

customer count billing determinants is permanent? 659 

A. No.  It is permanent.  The formula rate reconciliation process operates only at the revenue 660 

requirement level, not the revenue level, as Mr. Effron acknowledges, so a failure to 661 

recover ComEd’s revenue requirement because of the downward change in customer 662 

count related charges can never be reconciled or recovered.  In other words, 663 

reconciliation provides a means to correct for errors or imprecisions in the revenue 664 

requirement, but not in the revenues that will be lost if an adjustment like this is 665 

approved.  Mr. Johnson acknowledges that adjustment causes ComEd a permanent loss of 666 

revenue, but defends it nonetheless.  Mr. Effron does not discuss whether the adjustment 667 

will prevent ComEd from recovering its approved revenue requirement.  He simply 668 

claims that ComEd’s “plant additions” justify it. 669 

Q. Does either Mr. Effron or Mr. Johnson deny that the forecast plant additions only 670 

affect ComEd’s Initial Revenue Requirements or that their impact on those revenue 671 

requirements is minor? 672 

A. No.   673 

                                                 
14  The example focuses solely on charges based on the number of customers for simplicity, but it 

need not do so.  The exact same result applies if a portion of the revenue requirement is recovered through 
other charges not tied to the number of customers.  Those unrelated charges are recovered properly while 
the portion tied to the number of customers is not, leaving a total shortfall.   
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Q. For ComEd, how much of a revenue loss will the approximately 0.1% addition to 674 

the actual weather-normalized customer count billing determinants cause? 675 

A. It will result in a revenue loss of approximately $1.3 million. 676 

B. “Projected” Plant Additions Warrant No Permanent Adjustment 677 

Q. What is wrong with the argument that customer count billing determinants should 678 

be based on a projection because projected plant investments are included in 679 

ComEd’s revenue requirement?  680 

A. ComEd’s revenue requirement is ultimately not based on any projected investments.  681 

Unlike the pro forma plant additions in years past that increased rate base and rates 682 

charged and recovered with no true up, the projected investment are included in only 683 

Initial Rate Year Revenue Requirement.  Any increase in that Initial Revenue 684 

Requirement is offset, with interest, when the Reconciliation Revenue Requirement is 685 

calculated.  As I explained in my Direct Testimony, the function of the Initial Rate Year 686 

Revenue Requirement is to provide cash flow.  The revenue requirement that ComEd 687 

must collect if it is to recover its costs is the Reconciliation Revenue Requirement.15  688 

There are no future projections in that revenue requirement.   689 

Q. Is this adjustment supported by the Commission’s history of making adjustments in 690 

test year ratemaking cases when pro forma capital additions were recovered? 691 

A. No.  It may seem tempting to analogize those adjustments to the “projected plant 692 

additions” considered in calculating the Initial Rate Year Revenue Requirements, but the 693 

                                                 
15  Of course, even the projected plant additions in the Initial Revenue Requirement are no longer 

projected by the time the reconciliation occurs.  For example, for the 2012 rate year, the projected 
investments were for 2011.  By the time of the reconciliation in 2013, they have been in service for more 
than a year.   
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seeming resemblance is illusory.  Under traditional ratemaking, the effect of the “pro 694 

forma plant adjustment” was permanent.  There was no reconciliation process.  695 

Moreover, the new business adjustment was a revenue credit tied to those pro forma 696 

adjustments (albeit imperfectly), it was not a reduction in ComEd’s ability to recover the 697 

costs of its pre-existing investments, as this adjustment is.   698 

Q. Does Mr. Effron or Mr. Johnson support linking plant additions only to growth in 699 

the number of customers? 700 

A. No.  There is no doubt that billing determinants other than the number of customers can 701 

be “related” to plant additions, and no one appears to deny this fact.  Indeed, although the 702 

data suggests a weak link, as I explained in my direct testimony, because plant additions 703 

by definition tend to increase capacity, one would expect demand, not customer count, to 704 

be most strongly related.  Whatever else, this argument cannot support only adjusting the 705 

customer count billing determinants for a subset of ComEd customers. 706 

Q. Mr. Effron argues that the projected plant additions in the Initial Rate Year 707 

Revenue Requirements create a mismatch with the billing determinants.  AG Ex. 708 

2.0, 8:169 – 9:186.  Is he correct? 709 

A. No.  Mr. Effron claims that “[i]n substance, what the Company is advocating is that its 710 

rates be determined using the actual 2014 revenue requirement and 2012 billing 711 

determinants.”  That is not correct.  In this case, for example, the actual revenue 712 

requirement ComEd is recovering is for 2012, and yet he objects to using what he terms 713 

the “matching” 2012 billing determinants.  The first time that charges will be based on 714 

the “actual 2014 revenue requirement” is in 2016.  So, when Mr. Effron claims that 715 

“recognizing one year of reasonably expected customer growth partially mitigates this 716 
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mismatch,” he has it backwards.  Moreover, as with the projected plant argument in 717 

general, if this argument were valid, it would support using forecast data for all billing 718 

determinants, and not just for certain classes of customers.  That is not how EIMA 719 

ratemaking works, nor what Mr. Effron or Mr. Johnson propose.   720 

Q. How do you respond to Mr. Johnson’s claim that using forecast data for customer 721 

billing determinants can prevent charges that are “too high?” 722 

A. Mr. Johnson appears to be relying on what the Commission stated about a previous 723 

record in a previous case, and assuming the same conclusion can be reached in this case.  724 

Mr. Johnson provides no analysis or evidence to support that conclusion.   725 

In fact, the conclusion is wrong.  What Mr. Johnson is proposing is a departure 726 

from the type of billing determinants generally used.  He proposes to change only one 727 

type of billing determinant; and only for a subset of ComEd’s customers.  There is no 728 

basis for assuming that without that departure the resulting revenues are “too high.”  729 

Adjusting only customer counts, and then only for a subset of ComEd’s customers, while 730 

using actual historical billing determinants for all other purposes, is exactly the type of ad 731 

hoc adjustment that, as in the case of the apple farmer, prevents the recovery of the just 732 

and reasonable revenue requirement.   733 

Q. Are there any additional reasons why a permanent revenue reduction is not 734 

appropriate or required to prevent over-recovery? 735 

A. Yes.  Simply put, experience does not support it.  In this case, for 2012, the reconciliation 736 

adjustment is positive, so projection or not, ComEd’s revenue requirements (even if it 737 

collected them perfectly) have understated its actual costs.  Finally, I note that Mr. 738 

Johnson does not argue that forecast customer counts should be used only when ComEd 739 
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is over-recovering its costs; he argues for that adjustment irrespective of ComEd cost 740 

recovery position.  In short, there is no basis for arguing for a restriction on ComEd’s 741 

ability to recover its approved revenue requirement based on a claim that ComEd will 742 

over-recover revenues.  743 

C. Limiting the Supposedly-Required Adjustment to Only the 744 
Customer Count Billing Determinants Cannot Be Defended 745 

Q. Mr. Effron argues that even if use of projected customers counts were warranted, 746 

the Commission should not treat kilowatt-hour (kWh) sales the same way because 747 

kWh use is unstable and forecasting it would require the Commission to consider 748 

weather.  Is he correct? 749 

A. There is nothing inherently unreliable or unstable about kWh use forecasts.  Indeed, an 750 

adjustment for kWh sales could be made in the same way as Mr. Effron advocates the 751 

customer count adjustment be made, by using the trend-line in the weather-normalized 752 

data.  Nor is added weather-adjustment required.  The data needed is the same weather 753 

normalized historical kWh use data that Mr. Effron advocates ComEd use.  In any event, 754 

the weather adjustment process is commonly used at the Commission; it not arcane or 755 

even typically contested.   756 

Q. Mr. Effron claims that per customer kWh use must be volatile because “using the 757 

same time periods used to calculate the customer growth rates ... the use per 758 

residential customer appears to be on an increasing trend.”  AG Ex. 2.0, 9:200-02.  759 

What significance does that statement have? 760 

A. None.  First, Mr. Effron does not provide any information to support the alleged 761 

increasing use per residential customer, and that statement is not consistent with the facts.  762 
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For almost every recent year and class, the actual per residential customer kWh use has 763 

been declining.  Moreover, Mr. Effron continues to confuse outcomes with principle.  764 

Arguing about whether an adjustment helps or hurts ComEd is not the point.  Mr. Effron 765 

is simply being inconsistent in which adjustments he claims are essential, and which he 766 

rejects entirely.   767 

Q. Mr. Johnson claims that this adjustment does address changes in use, stating that 768 

the billing determinants adjustment in Docket No. 12-0321 “did address the 769 

decrease in total kWh sales.”  ICC Staff Ex. 5.0, 11:247-48.  Is that the case? 770 

A. No.  And, it is not clear why Mr. Johnson believes that the Commission addressed the 771 

decrease in sales because he does not explain it.  In fact, that adjustment did not account 772 

for any post-2011 decrease in sales, even though the number of customers was adjusted.  773 

Q. Finally, Mr. Johnson also contends that no adjustment for a decrease in sales should 774 

be made because ComEd has failed “to provide evidence indicating why there was a 775 

decline in usage.”  ICC Staff Ex. 5.0, 11:270-71.  Is this a valid reason not to propose 776 

forecasting only customer count billing determinants? 777 

A. No, it is not.  If there is logic to using forecast billing determinants, that logic applies 778 

equally to all billing determinants.  Why the data is changing should not matter.  I do, 779 

however, understand that the Commission in its Order in Docket No. 11-0721 stated that 780 

“information as to what causes a decline in kwh sales” was important to its decision in 781 

that case.  But, while ComEd respectfully disagreed with that conclusion, here there is 782 

evidence that both kWh and customer count are affected by a range of socioeconomic 783 

factors and that any link between customer-driven plant growth and rates is weak.   784 
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VI. STAFF REPORT ON BSC INVESTIGATION 785 

Q. What is the status of Staff’s investigation into BSC? 786 

A. As discussed in the direct testimony of Mr. Joseph R. Trpik, Jr. (ComEd Ex. 4.0 REV), 787 

ComEd representatives have been working with Staff regarding this matter as directed by 788 

the Commission in Docket No. 11-0721.16  ComEd submits numerous reports to Staff 789 

throughout the year regarding BSC costs.17  In addition, ComEd has responded to 790 

approximately 80 formal and informal discovery requests related to BSC charges in the 791 

current proceeding, about half of which were submitted to Staff prior to ComEd’s initial 792 

filing on April 29, 2013. 793 

Q. What are the additional schedules that Ms. Hathhorn recommends ComEd file with 794 

its direct case in future formula filings? 795 

A. Ms. Hathhorn submitted as Staff Ex. 4.0, Attachments A and B, schedules prepared by 796 

ComEd to respond to specific discovery requests.  ComEd’s understanding of Ms. 797 

Hathhorn’s recommendation, as shown in her Attachments A and B, is a set of schedules 798 

showing:  (1) total BSC amounts charged on ComEd’s ledger by FERC Account 799 

bifurcated between direct and indirect charges; (2) an itemized listing of BSC amounts 800 

charged on ComEd’s ledger by the Modified Massachusetts Formula (“MMF”) allocator 801 

as well as the top five BSC allocators other than MMF; (3) BSC amounts charged on 802 

ComEd’s ledger that are included in the distribution revenue requirement operating 803 

expenses with an estimated categorization between amounts (i) directly charged, 804 

(ii) indirectly charged via the MMF, and (iii) indirectly charged via a non-MMF factor; 805 

                                                 
16 ComEd Ex. 4.0 REV, 11:223-228. 
17 ComEd Ex. 4.0 REV, 12:229-13:256. 
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and (4) BSC amounts charged on ComEd’s ledger that are included in the distribution 806 

revenue requirement rate base with an estimated categorization between amounts 807 

(i) directly charged, (ii) indirectly charged via the MMF, and (iii) indirectly charged via a 808 

non-MMF factor.   809 

Q. Are there challenges to providing this data with ComEd’s initial filing (i.e., with 810 

direct testimony) in future formula rate update cases? 811 

A. Yes.  To prepare the analysis of direct vs. indirect charges, ComEd relies on data from 812 

BSC.  An analysis of this direct vs. indirect view is prepared by BSC in preparation of the 813 

FERC Form 60 that is filed on or before May 1, which may occur after ComEd’s filing of 814 

the formula rate update case.  Without this analysis from BSC, ComEd would possibly 815 

provide inconsistent data that does not tie to that filed in the FERC Form 60.   816 

Q. Does ComEd agree to provide the schedules shown in Staff Exhibit 4.0 Attachments 817 

A and B in its direct filing in future formula rate update cases? 818 

A. Yes, in part.  To the extent final BSC data is not available at the time of the formula 819 

filing, ComEd can provide schedules in its direct filing in future formula rate update 820 

cases in the format shown in Staff Ex. 4.0, Attachments A and B using preliminary BSC 821 

data.  Should the BSC data change with the filing of the FERC Form 60 on or before May 822 

1, ComEd will update these schedules within 5 business days of the FERC Form 60 823 

filing.   824 

Q. Ms. Hathhorn also recommends filing a copy of BSC’s formal management model 825 

documentation related to the calculation of the MMF with the Manager of the 826 
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Commission’s Accounting Department no later than March 1, 2014.  Does ComEd 827 

agree with this recommendation? 828 

A. Yes. ComEd provided a draft of the BSC management model documentation for the 829 

MMF calculation during discovery.18  This document describes the process used in 830 

preparing the MMF calculation that has been in place and followed since prior to 2012.  831 

BSC will formalize this documentation and ComEd will submit a final copy to the 832 

Manager of the Commission’s Accounting department no later than March 1, 2014.   833 

Q. Ms. Hathhorn further recommends filing a formal copy of ComEd’s management 834 

model documentation related to ComEd’s review of the results of BSC’s MMF 835 

calculation with the Manager of the Commission’s Accounting Department no later 836 

than March 1, 2014.  Does ComEd agree with this recommendation? 837 

A. Yes.  While there is no formal documentation related to ComEd’s review of BSC charges 838 

as a whole, during discovery ComEd did provide a description of the review process 839 

currently used.19  ComEd will formalize this documentation, including the review of 840 

BSC’s calculation of the MMF, for submission to the Manager of the Commission’s 841 

Accounting department no later than March 1, 2014.  842 

Q. Finally, Ms. Hathhorn recommends an additional filing related to an extension of 843 

the BSC FERC Form 60 filing.  What is the BSC FERC Form 60? 844 

A. The FERC Form 60 is a financial report filed annually on or before May 1 with FERC by 845 

centralized service companies in a holding company system, unless specific waivers or 846 

exemptions apply.  This report is designed to convey financial information related to the 847 

                                                 
18 ComEd Response to Staff Data Request DLH 8.05. 
19 ComEd Response to Staff Data Request DAS 2.01. 
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centralized service company including standard FERC financial statements such as the 848 

balance sheet and income statement as well as more detailed schedules such as a 849 

summary of billings to affiliates. 850 

Q. Did BSC file a FERC Form 60 for 2012? 851 

A. Yes, however, on April 30, 2013, BSC requested from FERC an extension for filing to 852 

allow for additional time to review the purchase accounting related to the Constellation 853 

merger transaction to ensure accurate reporting within the FERC Form 60.  On May 2, 854 

2013 the extension was granted.  BSC filed the completed 2012 FERC Form 60 on July 855 

16, 2013.  ComEd provided a copy of the 2012 BSC FERC Form 60 to the ICC Chief 856 

Clerk’s Office on the same day.   857 

Q. Is it typical that BSC would request an extension on this filing? 858 

A. No.  I am not aware of another time that BSC has requested an extension on this filing.  859 

The Constellation merger and resulting purchase accounting in 2012 was not a typical 860 

transaction and thus not a typical year for BSC, and in this case required additional 861 

review of the transaction before final reporting. 862 

Q. How does the extension of the Form 60 filing impact the formula rate update 863 

proceeding? 864 

A. ComEd filed its formula rate update on April 29, 2013 using 2012 FERC Form 1 data.  865 

This data includes costs billed to ComEd from BSC.  With an extension of the BSC 866 

FERC Form 60 filing, there is a potential that changes to the BSC financial statements 867 

occur, specifically related to the income statement, that could potentially impact charges 868 

billed to ComEd as well as BSC’s other affiliates.  If a material change were to occur, 869 
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that change could potentially impact the formula rate update proceeding.  In this case, 870 

ComEd did notify Staff immediately of the extension and its understanding that amounts 871 

billed to ComEd were not expected to change materially.20  Ultimately, amounts billed to 872 

ComEd did not change in the final completed FERC Form 60 filing. 873 

Q. Does ComEd agree with Ms. Hathhorn’s recommendation to “file for Commission 874 

approval at least 30 days prior to the filing of ComEd’s annual formula rate update 875 

of a plan of action as to the incorporation of the results of a BSC FERC Form 60 not 876 

timely filed with FERC on the formula rate update if such circumstance exists”? 877 

A. No.  The BSC FERC Form 60 is not due until May 1, which is the same date by which 878 

ComEd must file its annual formula rate update.  Because ComEd may choose to file its 879 

Formula Rate Update earlier than May 1, Ms. Hathhorn’s recommendation would require 880 

that BSC know whether it is filing for an extension to the Form 60 by early to mid-March 881 

in order for ComEd to file a plan of action for Commission approval 30 days prior to the 882 

filing of ComEd’s annual formula rate update.  On the remote chance that BSC would 883 

again need to file an extension, it is not likely that it would know that far ahead of the 884 

statutory filing date.   885 

Q. What does ComEd recommend instead of this additional filing? 886 

A. ComEd recommends that if a FERC Form 60 filing extension is requested that may 887 

impact a future formula proceeding, ComEd notify Staff immediately of the request.  At 888 

that time ComEd can offer a plan on how to reflect any potential changes into that 889 

proceeding based on the facts and circumstances of the extension, if granted.   890 

                                                 
20 ComEd Response to Staff Data Request DLH 11.01. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 891 

Q. Does this complete your rebuttal testimony? 892 

A. Yes, it does. 893 


